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ABSTRACT: Protein and DNA alkylation by endogenously
produced electrophiles is associated with the pathogenesis of
neurodegenerative diseases, to epigenetic alterations and to
cell signaling and redox regulation. With the goal of visualizing,
in real-time, the spatiotemporal response of the cell milieu to
electrophiles, we have designed a fluorogenic BODIPY−
acrolein probe, AcroB, that undergoes a >350-fold fluores-
cence intensity enhancement concomitant with protein adduct
formation. AcroB enables a direct quantification of single post-
translational modifications occurring on cellular proteins via
recording fluorescence bursts in live-cell imaging studies. In
combination with super-resolution imaging, protein alkylation
events may be registered and individually counted, yielding a
map of protein−electrophile reactions within the cell lipid milieu. Alkylation is predominantly observed within mitochondria, a
source, yet not a sink, of AcroB adducts, illustrating that a mitochondrial constitutive excretion mechanism ensures rapid disposal
of compromised proteins. Sorting within the Golgi apparatus and trafficking along microtubules and through the cell endo- and
exocytic pathways can be next visualized via live-cell imaging. Our results offer a direct visualization of cellular response to a
noncanonical acrolein warhead. We envision AcroB will enable new approaches for diagnosis of pathologies associated with
defective cellular trafficking. AcroB may help elucidate key aspects of mitochondria electrophile adduct excretion and cell
endocytic and exocytic pathways. Conceptually, AcroB provides a new paradigm on fluorescence microscopy studies where
chemical perturbation is achieved and simultaneously reported by the probe.

■ INTRODUCTION

Lipid-derived electrophiles (LDE) are highly reactive species
generated within cellular membranes as byproducts of
enzymatic oxidation of polyunsaturated fatty acids or their
catalytic autoxidation under oxidative stress conditions.1−4 Five
of the most abundantly studied LDEs include 4-hydroxy-2-
nonenal (4-HNE), 4-oxo-2-nonenal, acrolein, 2-trans-hexade-
cenal, and 15-deoxy-Δ12,14-prostaglandin J2 (Figure 1A). The
former four share the α,β-unsaturated aldehyde (enal) warhead
and, with the exception of acrolein, a residual aliphatic tail from
the lipid source. LDEs undergo Michael addition reactions
leading to cellular DNA and protein alkylation. The latter
typically involves nucleophilic attack by cysteine residues but
also, and to a lesser extent, other nucleophilic amino acids
including histidine and lysine.5

Implicated in cellular toxicity and the pathogenesis of
neurodegenerative diseases2,3 and atherosclerosis,6 among
others, LDEs may also serve beneficial physiological roles as
messengers to modulate cellular responses to electrophile
stress.7,8 They may be associated with epigenetic changes9 and
are, as of recently, being exploited in novel therapeutic drugs
based on electrophile reaction.10

The ubiquitous nature of LDEs and the plethora of biological
outcomes associated with their electrophilic chemical reactions
have jointly sparked a wide interest in monitoring their
presence and the nature of the products formed. A number of
proteomic studies have characterized the reaction products and
off-targets associated with physiological (1 μM or less)2,3,11

concentrations of LDEs.5,12

Inspired by the chemistry of LDEs and with the goal of
visualizing in real-time the spatiotemporal response of the cell
milieu to electrophiles, we have developed a new approach that
involves a noncanonical acrolein warhead and blends elements
of fluorescence imaging and super-resolution imaging with
probe design. Our strategy ultimately provides a spatiotemporal
chart that reflects where electrophile−protein adducts are
formed, how long they reside, where they accumulate, how they
are sorted, which key organelles are involved in their
processing, and what are the trafficking dynamics.
By using the enal warhead as a rotamer-based quencher of

the fluorescence of a lipophilic BODIPY fluorophore,13,14 we
have constructed a fluorogenic probe (AcroB, Figure 1B) that
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is capable of reportingvia a larger than 350-fold emission
enhancementon post-translational modifications occurring
on membrane-embedded/-associated proteins. While the
reactivity of AcroB will suffer from the proximity of the
BODIPY dye, which sterically hinders the reaction center and
may influence noncovalent interactions/affinity with protein
targets, the probe illustrates general concepts of the
spatiotemporal controlled reactivity of lipophilic electrophiles
at the cellular level.
Working with two cell lines, HeLa and MRC5, the high off/

on sensitivity of AcroB enabled real-time visualization and
quantification (via single-molecule fluorescence burst counting)
of protein post-translational modifications (PTM) occurring in
live cells. AcroB further reported on the accumulation, sorting,
and recycling of newly formed LDE adducts, illustrating their
trafficking dynamics through the cell endocytic and exocytic
pathways. Intriguingly, our work shows that mitochondria are
the predominant site for LDE adduct formation, yet rapid
evacuation of newly formed adducts was recorded, illuminating
what we believe is a mitochondrial protection pathway.
Mitochondria are thus a source yet not a sink of AcroB adducts.
Our results offer a direct visualization of cellular response to

a noncanonical lipophilic electrophile and provide an example
where chemical perturbation on the system is actively
performed and simultaneously reported by the probe.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Probe Design and Characterization. In designing and
preparing the fluorogenic compound AcroB (see also the
Supporting Information), we were inspired by previous work
from our group13,14 showing that meso-formyl BODIPY dyes
are highly reactive electrophiles that undergo emission
enhancement upon nucleophilic attack. The lipophilic nature
of the BODIPY core provided, we reasoned, an ideal
fluorescence reporter of reactivity within the cellular lipid
milieu with absorption in the visible range (λmax 503 nm in
acetonitrile).15−17 The sensitivity of the BODIPY fluorescence
intensity to the presence of an unsaturation at the meso-
position14 was in turn exploited toward reporting Michael
addition reactivity. Unsaturated moieties at the meso-position
lead to suppression of BODIPY fluorescence via excited-state
conjugation of the disconnected π-systems (see Figure S1 for
rationalization by density functional theory and time-dependent
density functional theory calculations).18,19 Positioning the α,β-
unsaturated aldehyde moiety at the meso-position of the
BODIPY scaffold thus rendered a nonemissive acrolein

warhead. The methyl groups of the BODIPY scaffold ensure
that the BODIPY and acrolein π-systems remain uncoupled,
preserving the electronic nature of the enal moiety (a reduced
reactivity is, however, expected to arise from steric blocking of
the reaction site). This is consistent with the 13C NMR of
AcroB, which closely matches that of free acrolein with
differences within 3 ppm. Specifically, we measure 191.9, 141.9,
and 137.8 for the acrolein warhead of AcroB, and we measure
194.4, 138.4, and 137.9 ppm for free acrolein. Michael addition
by a protein nucleophilic residue and concomitant destruction
of the meso-unsaturation restored the BODIPY fluorescence
(Figure 1B,C).
To establish the sensitivity and selectivity of AcroB reaction

with nucleophiles of biological relevance and the role the
environment plays in modulating AcroB reactivity, we
conducted fluorescence versus time (up to 1 h) studies under
physiological (1 μM)2,3,11 concentrations of the fluorogenic
electrophile in the presence of millimolar concentrations of
amino acids at pH 7.4 (Figure S2). Within the 1 h monitoring
time, fluorescent enhancement was observed with L-cysteine
only, albeit weak at ca. 9-fold. L-Lysine and L-histidine, while
less reactive than L-cysteine, are known targets of LDEs;
however, they form Schiff base adducts that may not restore
fluorescence as they preserve the meso-unsaturation.14 We
further observed no reaction of AcroB with aqueous
glutathione (GSH) solutions. Addition of glutathione-S-trans-
ferase (GST), a catalyst for GSH addition to electrophiles,3 led,
however, to a ∼350-fold enhancement in intensity consistent
with the formation of a fluorescent AcroB−glutathione adduct
(λmax 517 nm). Importantly, GST-catalyzed adduct formation
was significantly diminished in the presence of lipid vesicles
(Figure S1E). The lipophilic nature of AcroB was confirmed
upon measuring its partition coefficient (P) by reverse-phase
HPLC (see Table S1).20,21 We obtained a log(P) value of 3.1 ±
0.2 for AcroB, similar to values reported for other BODIPY
dyes used for membrane imaging.22 Our results indicate that
AcroB is located within the lipid membrane, where the
BODIPY scaffold ensured sequestration from the water pool.
Undesired reactions with cytosolic thiol sources, specifically
GSH present in millimolar concentration, may thus be averted.

Super-resolution Mapping of AcroB Adduct Forma-
tion. In order to establish the suitability of AcroB toward
imaging alkylation of membrane proteins in living cells, HeLa
cervical cancer cells (ATCC CCL-2) on fibronectin-condi-
tioned coverslips were treated with 10 nM, 100 nM, and 1 μM
AcroB and imaged via fluorescence microscopy. The dye was

Figure 1. (A) Molecular structures of LDEs with the reactive moiety highlighted in blue. (B) Mechanism of action of AcroB. (C) SDS-PAGE of
AcroB protein adducts from HeLa cell fractions.
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Figure 2. (A) NASCA high-resolution map of individual PTM events in a HeLa cell accumulated over 500 consecutive frames (25 s) following
treatment with 100 nM AcroB. N is the total number of observed chemical events. Events were counted if their intensity was greater than 1000
photons and less than 20000 photons. n is the number of chemical events counted in 1.66 μm × 250 nm regions within regions of interest
corresponding to mitochondria (i, ii, iii, ix), the nucleus (vii, viii), cellular regions with no apparent organelle (iv, vi), and extracellular regions (v, x)
are listed. (B) Colocalization of AcroB adduct hot-spots (top) with MitoTracker Deep Red (bottom). (C) Event−time trajectories of AcroB adduct
formation recorded in regions i and vii. (D) Single frames showing concentration dependence of AcroB adduct formation at 10 nM (left panel), 100
nM (middle panel), and 1000 nM (right panel) AcroB. Scale bars are 10 μm except (B) at 2 μm.
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delivered from DMSO stock solutions such that the final
concentration of DMSO was 0.33% by volume. The AcroB
concentration selected for our studies was on par with basal
levels of the well-studied LDE 4-HNE2,3,11 and showed no
toxicity to HeLa cells up to 1 week following administration
(see Figure S3).
To observe formation of single fluorescent AcroB−protein

adducts, that is, single chemical events, with sufficient signal to
background ratio, the laser excitation power was set to 42 mW
in our cell imaging experiments. We further utilized the
evanescent beam in a total internal reflectance (TIRF)
microscope setup to minimize background.
Imaging with 100 nM AcroB at a frequency of 20 Hz (50 ms

frame) revealed the appearance of fluorescence spots over the
whole cell extension. The high excitation powers employed
ensured AcroB adduct photobleaching occurred within 50−100
ms upon formation (the burst lifetime we determined was a
fraction (0.75) of a frame; see Figure S4). The formation of
single nucleophile adducts of AcroB was thus recorded as
fluorescence bursts in our experiments (Figure 2 and
accompanying supplementary Video S1). Imaging was
conducted in a pulse-chase scheme, monitoring live cells
prior to and immediately following addition of AcroB.
Response was immediate. Our analysis involved discarding
the first 100 frames until a steady-state burst occurrence was
achieved, where AcroB−protein adducts were generated and
photobleached at a similar rate.
Recording stochastic fluorophore activation events provided

rich spatial information23−25 on the reactivity of the lipophilic
electrophile, AcroB, at the nanoscopic level within a live cell.
The mathematical localization of individual fluorescence bursts
performed via nanometer accuracy by stochastic chemical
reaction/activation (NASCA) microscopy26 analysis rendered a
new highly resolved image combining results from 500 frames
(25 s imaging period; see Figure 2A). The spots traced a vast
network resembling mitochondria. This assignment was
confirmed upon colocalization imaging in the presence of
MitoTracker Deep Red (Figure 2B and Video S2). Cross-
section analysis of the filaments along the network revealed
features ca. 130 nm in width/diameter on average.
In addition to the major localization within mitochondria, we

also observed sporadic events distributed over the cell,
including the nuclear region where, however, events were
rare. To establish that AcroB reactions are not photoinduced,
we inspected emission from cells far away from the illumination
region, which displayed equivalent intensity outputs. Increasing
AcroB concentration from 10 to 100 nM resulted in a
proportional increase in the frequency of fluorescence bursts
detected within mitochondria. At 1 μM AcroB, individual
bursts were no longer distinguishable and the whole organelles
were lit up (Figure 2D; see also the accompanying
supplementary Video S3). Experiments conducted with 10
nM compound showed that the rare, sporadic fluorescence
bursts are unique in time and place. They are not followed by
subsequent events/clustering of events, what would be
otherwise expected should blinking follow the genesis of a
newly emissive compound.
AcroB localization, reaction, and ensuing fluorescence

activation almost exclusively within mitochondria are consistent
with the nature of many mitochondrial proteins that bear
functional, electrophile-reactive, cysteine residues.27,28 The
remarkably high reactivity within mitochondria versus the rest
of the cell may be additionally rationalized by the higher

proportion of highly reactive thiolate anions over the less
reactive conjugate acid thiols in this organelle relative to other
cell compartments.27 The pH 8 within the matrix of respiring
mitochondria, combined with the pKa values for thiols in the
range of 8.5−9, renders the matrix a hot-spot for nucleophilic
attack by thiolate anions. Interestingly, and given the lipophilic
nature of AcroB, this indicates that reactions are occurring
within the inner leaflet of the inner mitochondrial membrane.
Consistent with this, a cross-section analysis of the mitochon-
dria (Figure S5) shows that the majority of events occur at the
center of a mitochondrion, highlighting the power of NASCA
super-resolution imaging in deciphering the site of reaction.
In addition to rendering spatial information, single-molecule

analysis of fluorescence bursts enabled counting chemical
events to determine the frequency of reactions between AcroB
and the cellular proteome in a given cellular region. Figure 2A
shows the number of adducts formed in different regions of the
cell. Effectively, the number of unequivocally determined
fluorescence bursts is from the two-dimensional image
projection of the cell. A region of interest (ROI) of 1.66 μm
in width and 250 nm in height was selected to count events
detected in 500 frames (25 s) either in sections of mitochondria
(200 to 300 events) sections of cell nucleus (<10 events),
cellular regions with no apparent organelle (0 to 30 events),
and extracellular regions (mostly no events). A total of 260000
events were detected in 500 frames (25 s) over the whole image
shown in Figure 2A, that is ∼10000 events/s. These events
were detected following excitation with the evanescent beam
which interrogates the basal region of the cell.
Consistent with the activity in HeLa cells, results in a

different cell line were comparable. Thus, the chemical activity
of AcroB in MRC5 (ATCC CCL-171) lung fibroblast cells
(Figure 3) showed events occurring predominately in
mitochondria. Further, no significant difference was recorded
in the frequency of events within mitochondria of the MRC5
cells compared to the HeLa cells for the same ROI. However,
and given the lesser number and smaller size of the
mitochondria of the MRC5 cells, we observed fewer chemical
events overall for the whole cell.
AcroB thus reports the spatiotemporal coordinates of protein

alkylation and the amount of adduct formation taking place per
unit time.

Trafficking Visualized via Colocalization Imaging. In
order to follow the fate of AcroB adducts formed within
mitochondria, we next conducted imaging experiments
reducing the excitation power ca. 5 orders of magnitude (to
0.002 mW). These conditions minimized the photobleaching of
the newly formed fluorescent adducts, thus revealing where
they accumulated rather than where they formed (Figure 4).
Intriguingly, studies at this low excitation power showed no

accumulation of AcroB adducts within mitochondria in HeLa
cells transiently expressing a red fluorescent marker of
mitochondria (see Figure 4B and accompanying supplementary
Video S4), albeit major accumulation was observed elsewhere
in the cell (Figure 4 and discussion below). This result
highlights that mitochondria are the source but not a sink of
newly formed adducts. Importantly, we observed a number of
vesicles containing AcroB adducts that appeared to pause
trafficking when near a mitochondrion (Figure 4B, red arrows).
We hypothesize that these are “kiss-and-run” fusion events29

and merit further investigation.
We argue that newly formed AcroB adducts recruit/exploit a

constitutive excretion mechanism within healthy mitochondria
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that ensures rapid disposal of compromised proteins. The inner
mitochondrial membrane is particularly susceptible to lipid
peroxidation and subsequent LDE formation, given the
generation of reactive oxygen species formed as byproducts
of the electron transport chain. It is thus highly plausible that
AcroB is effectively illuminating the dynamics of detoxification
of electrophiles to mitigate damage associated with metabolic
activity.
To map the sorting, trafficking, and segregation of protein−

AcroB adducts within the cell following their generation in
mitochondria,30 HeLa cells were next costained or transfected
with markers for structural compartments within the
endomembrane system including Golgi apparatus, early endo-
somes and lysosomes, and with markers for microtubules
(Figure 4) and imaged at low excitation powers (0.06 mW).
Pulse-chase imaging experiments on cells transiently expressing
a red emissive marker of the Golgi apparatus illustrated the
accumulation of fluorescent adducts was predominantly
observed within this membrane rich organelle immediately

following addition of AcroB (Figure 4C and Video S5).
Concomitant with this initial increase in fluorescence in the
Golgi apparatus, we observed the prominent and conspicuous
translocation of carriers/vesicular bodies, a few hundreds of
nanometers in diameter, transporting accumulated AcroB−
protein adducts along a directional pattern (both inward and
outward of the cell) within the cytosol. These dynamics are
consistent with transport along microtubules.31 Colocalization
studies with tubulin-RFP confirmed the assignment (Figure 4D
and Video S6).
Following the transport along microtubules and initial Golgi

accumulation, fluorescence images also exhibited, within
minutes of adding AcroB, a number of branched, tubular
structures which were consistent in profile to fluorescence32

and electron microscopy images of early endosomes.33 To
confirm the assignment, we conducted two-color imaging
experiments with HeLa cells transiently expressing red
fluorescent protein (RFP) fused to Rab5a, a protein recruited
in early endosomes.30 These experiments enabled visualizing
the transfer of AcroB−protein adducts within carriers into
RFP-tagged early endosomes near the cell periphery manifested
as a colocalization of green and red stained organelles (Figure
4E,F). We were next able to follow the progression of early
endosomes toward the cell nucleus (Videos S7 and S8).
Our imaging experiments additionally enabled us to record

the sorting of AcroB−protein adducts within the endocytic
pathway. Figure 4F displays the extension of a lipid tubule
originating from a concentrated pocket of AcroB adducts that
upon extrusionpresumably along a microtubule as may be
judged from its straight linear morphologyand fission
releases carriers that fuse next with nearby early endosomes.
We also recorded lipid tubular structures containing AcroB
adducts that extruded extending all the way to the cell
periphery where loss of fluorescence occurred (Figure 4E, white
arrow). We speculate that the latter process marks the
exocytosis of AcroB−protein adducts. In all cases, lipid tubular
structures appeared to extrude and extend along a template,34

which we assign to microtubules. Colocalization of AcroB−
protein adducts with lysosomes was also observed, albeit taking
place only after 30 min following the addition of AcroB, in two-
color imaging studies conducted with LysoTracker Deep Red
(Figure 4G and Video S9). This would indicate that adducts
may also be sorted from late endosomes into lysosomes for
recycling.
In contrast to the above, MRC5 cells (Figure 5) show

significantly less accumulation of fluorescence products
compared to HeLa cells after identical treatment. The lower
number of products is consistent with results observed during
NASCA imaging and the fewer adducts formed overall within
the MRC5 cells (see above).
Control experiments at low excitation power (0.002 mW)

with an emissive BODIPY dye bearing a saturated aldehyde at
the meso-position (compound 5) as well as with the BODIPY
reporter used in AcroB (H2BEt)

14 were conducted to monitor
the distribution of BODIPY to rule out that the associated
reactivity is the outcome of preferential mitochondrial
membrane partitioning over other membrane environments.
Both control fluorophores stained the various membranes of
the cell, with slightly higher intensity in the membrane-rich
mitochondria (Figure S6). Under the same experimental
conditions, AcroB-alkylated products were observed to
accumulate elsewhere but in mitochondria (nonreacted
AcroB would not be observed at all). Altogether the results

Figure 3. (A) NASCA high-resolution map of individual PTM events
in an MRC5 cell accumulated over 500 consecutive frames (25 s)
following treatment with 100 nM AcroB. N is the total number of
observed chemical events. Events were counted if their intensity was
greater than 1000 photons and less than 20000 photons. n is the
number of chemical events counted in 1.66 μm × 250 nm regions
within regions of interest corresponding to mitochondria (i,iii,iv), the
nucleus (v), and extracellular region (ii) are listed. Scale bar is 10 μm.
(B) Magnified region showing AcroB adduct hot-spots corresponding
to mitochondria. Scale bar is 1 μm.
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highlight that the localization of the BODIPY compounds lies
within lipid membranes with no specific organelle targeting and
that the chromophore trafficking is very different for AcroB
adducts versus fluorescent control compounds.

Control compound 5 and the parent chromophore H2BEt
provided an additional advantage, namely, to factor out whether
the frequency of events observed at high excitation powers
depends on the local probe concentration, the cysteine-

Figure 4. (A) Schematic representation of the generation and subsequent trafficking and accumulation of AcroB fluorescent products along various
cell organelles. (B) TIRF microscopy of a cell transiently expressing CellLight mitochondria-RFP (red) treated with AcroB (green). (i) AcroB
fluorescence only. (ii) RFP fluorescence only. Red arrows denote mitochondria-associated vesicles. (C) Wide-field fluorescence microscopy of a cell
transiently expressing CellLight Golgi-RFP (red) treated with AcroB (green). (i) AcroB fluorescence only. (ii) RFP fluorescence only. (D) TIRF
microscopy of a cell transiently expressing CellLight Tubulin-RFP treated with AcroB. The movement of a vesicle (red arrow) can be followed along
a microtubule (i) at time 0 and (ii) 7.2 s later. Scale bars are 1 μm. (E) Wide-field fluorescence microscopy of a cell transiently expressing CellLight
Early Endosome-RFP (red) treated with AcroB (green). The white arrow denotes a vesicle extrusion bearing AcroB adducts toward the cell
periphery. (i) AcroB fluorescence only. (ii) RFP fluorescence only. (F) Wide-field fluorescence microscopy of a cell transiently expressing CellLight
Early Endosome-RFP (red) treated with AcroB (green) showing extrusion and sorting of AcroB adducts into early endosomes denoted with white
arrows. (G) Wide-field fluorescence microscopy of a cell costrained with AcroB (green) and LysoTracker Deep Red (red) 30 min after addition of
AcroB. (i) AcroB fluorescence only. (ii) LysoTracker fluorescence only. Scale bars are 10 μm except (F,G) at 5 and 2 μm, respectively. Zoomed-in
regions are 10 × 10 μm but in (D).
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containing protein/peptide concentration, or the activity of
both. Both compounds, being intrinsically fluorescent, enabled
recording the arrival time of dyes/replenishing under
conditions of high excitation power (42 mW) established
with the evanescent field in our TIRF setup, analogous to
PAINT method.35 Here a steady-state condition will be
established where newly arrived fluorophores will be rapidly
photobleached. Counting events under this steady-state
condition and comparing these to the steady-state condition
recorded with AcroB alkylation yielded similar event counts
indicating that the rate limiting step is the arrival of the
BODIPY chromophore (Figure S6).
Isolation of AcroB Adducts. In order to shed light on

molecular targets of AcroB, we conducted SDS-PAGE studies
on extracts of HeLa cells that had been incubated for 30 min in
the presence of 50 μM of the AcroB warhead (see Figure 6 and
also Supporting Information for details). We note that the
much higher concentrations utilized herein are in line with
those reported in cellular proteomic studies of nonenal.5,11,36,37

Given the predominance of AcroB adducts observed in
mitochondria and endocytic pathway, we elected to utilize
differential centrifugation to fraction the cell extract. Cells were
lysed by passing through a 26 gauge needle. A low-speed
centrifugation was used to remove the nuclei, debris, and any

intact cells (P1). The resulting supernatant (S1) was spun at a
higher speed to deposit mitochondria, endosomes, and
lysosomes (P2), with cytosolic components and smaller lipid
fragments in the supernatant (S2).38 See Figure S7 for the full
gels imaged in both fluorescence and following staining with
Coomassie Blue.
A number of fluorescent bands over a large range of

molecular weights were recorded when imaging the gel for
AcroB emission. Several fluorescent bands correlated in
intensity with Coomassie staining, yet fluorescence also aligned
in regions barely stained by Coomassie, illustrating the
potential for AcroB to mark nonprevalent protein targets.
This property is the result of its high emission enhancement
upon protein alkylation, demonstrating its potential as a
reporter for product studies. Future proteomic studies will
reveal the chemical nature of the adducts in these bands. Of
note, a major band overpowering those displayed in the gel was
observed with the loading-dye front. The product may be
assigned to alkylation of low molecular weight thiols, in
particular, glutathione, which we argue may take place,
catalyzed by membrane-associated GST found within mito-
chondria.39

■ CONCLUSION
Combining a reactive electrophile with a fluorescence reporter,
an approach to study the effects of electrophile alkylation on
living cells has been developed. The fluorogenic probe AcroB
can be used toward mapping chemical reactions within the cell
lipid milieu, in particular, mitochondria, with super-resolution
accuracy as well as toward revealing the complex system of
recycling mechanisms and its dynamics necessary for a cell to
sort and process electrophile adducts. AcroB may thus help
elucidate key aspects of mitochondria electrophile adduct
excretion and cell endocytic and exocytic pathways. It may also
help illustrate key mechanisms involved in sorting and
clearance, their consequences for physiology and pathology,
notably in healthy versus sick cells. The studies may be carried
out at low electrophile concentrations analogous to those of
endogenous electrophiles such as 4-HNE.

Figure 5. TIRF microscopy of HeLa (A) and MRC5 (B) cells 15 min
following treatment with AcroB, showing significantly more
fluorescent products accumulated in the HeLa cell. Cell perimeters
are delineated with a white line. Scale bars are 10 μm.

Figure 6. SDS-PAGE of AcroB protein adducts from HeLa cell
fractions. Cells were treated with DMSO or AcroB, and various
cellular components were extracted by differential centrifugation. Both
fluorescence (AcroB and Cy5, green and red, respectively) and
Coomassie stained (blue) lanes are shown. Green fluorescence shows
discrete bands from fractions P2 (mitochondria, endosomes) and S2
(cytosolic proteins) of cells treated with AcroB compared to no
fluorescence in controls with DMSO.
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By counting individual chemical events (fluorescence bursts),
positioning them in place (tens of nm) and time (ms),
information on the dose and spatiotemporal requisites to
induce a response may be retrieved. We believe the new
methodology for probing the spatiotemporal response of the
cell milieu to electrophiles will be important in understanding
neurodegenerative diseases40,41 and other pathologies resulting
from oxidative stress and lipid autoxidation and the generation
of LDEs.
At the imaging level, our approach is one where we “probe

the probe”. Essentially, the new fluorogenic acrolein−BODIPY
is conceived as an active chemical player that, provided with a
warhead, can only be traced once it has yielded the desired
chemical product. Here, the outcome of the reaction is a flare
or fluorescence burst that can be imaged one at a time. We have
thus provided a new paradigm in fluorescence imaging. That is,
while fluorescent probes up to now have been utilized either as
positional tags, or to report on conformation fluctuations via
FRET, or to sense their chemical environment, the fluorogenic
acrolein warhead actively perturbs the system simultaneously
reporting its chemical transformation.
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